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We investigate discrete one-dimensional Schrodinger operators with aperiodic¨
potentials generated by primitive invertible substitutions on a two-letter alphabet.
We prove that the spectrum coincides with the set of energies having a bounded
trace map orbit and show that it is a Cantor set of zero Lebesgue measure. This
result confirms a suggestion arising from a study of Roberts and complements
results obtained by Bovier and Ghez. As an application we present a class of
models exhibiting a purely singular continuous spectrum with probability one. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
Schrodinger operators with aperiodic potentials generated by substitu-¨
tion rules on finite alphabets have their origin in the mathematical
modelling of quasicrystals, the one-dimensional Fibonacci chain being the
most prominent example. The study of their spectral properties has been
the objective of quite a number of papers, among which we want to
 mention 4, 5, 8, 9, 13, 14, 19, 20, 36, 37 . It turned out that there is an
apparent tendency for these operators to have a purely singular continuous
zero-measure spectrum. By rather general principles, it follows for a large
subclass of substitution-generated potentials, namely those being ergodic,
 that the absolutely continuous spectrum is always empty 27 . Moreover,
there is a natural strategy for proving that the spectrum has zero Lebesgue
measure. Namely, there is a set of energies A of zero Lebesgue measure
 27 that is a priori contained in the spectrum ,
A . 1Ž .
 To prove the zero-measure property, previous works by Suto 37 , Bellis-¨ ˝
   sard et al. 4, 6 and Bovier and Ghez 8 have established equality of these
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sets for certain models. They key role in this context is played by a
dynamical system on some , the trace map, which is directly induced by
the substitution generating the potentials of the operators under study.
These authors have introduced two kinds of stable sets B associated with
such a dynamical system. Suto and Bellissard et al. considered the set of¨ ˝
  Ženergies giving rise to a bounded trace map orbit 6, 36 compare also the
 .earlier paper by Casdagli 10 . Their results apply in particular to the
 Fibonacci case. However, in a subsequent work 4 , Bellissard et al. have
studied another prominent example, the Hamiltonian generated by the
period doubling substitution, and they have realized that the definition of
the stable set has to be altered, as there are energies in the spectrum
 giving rise to unbounded trace map orbits 7 . Instead these authors
considered the set of energies giving rise to non-escaping orbits, that is,
Ž .orbits that are bounded by a suitable constant on a subsequence of
iterates.
Ž .  In either case, by 1 and Kotani 27 , to establish the zero-measure
property it suffices to prove the following inclusions:
 B , 2Ž .
B  A. 3Ž .
Ž .The inclusion 2 can be proved by a strong convergence argument.
However, one has to show at some point that certain sets related to the
definition of the stable set are openwhich is non-trivial and one of the
major steps involved in the works mentioned above. It is this step where
one has to include a careful study of the trace map, whereas in the proof
Ž .of 3 one follows rather general lines and exploits the boundedness of the
Ž .trace map orbit resp., the boundedness of a subsequence thereof .
Ž . Ž .A proof of 2 and 3 implies that the sets A, , B are equal and have
the zero-measure property as an immediate corollary. However, if one can
 work with the stable set defined in 6 , another corollary can be deduced,
namely, the following property:
BO: Every energy from the spectrum gives rise to a
bounded trace map orbit.
Recent works have shown that property BO has very nice additional
applications, for example,
 1. power law growth of the resistance 21, 22 ,
2. -continuity properties of the spectral measures which in turn
yield bounds on the dynamics of the associated quantum systems 12, 23,
24 , and
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3. stability of absence of decaying solutions under local perturba-
 tions 16 .
In the particular case of invertible substitutions on a two-letter alphabet,
 Roberts has studied the trace map dynamics in great detail 34 . He
provided a classification of the orbits with respect to their escape proper-
ties. In fact, a closer look at his argument reveals that the non-escaping
 orbits are in fact bounded. While the paper 34 concentrates on the study
of the trace map dynamics, the author suggests applying these results to
the associated Hamiltonians. In particular, it is predicted that they should
be useful when trying to follow the lines indicated above, that is, an
Ž . Ž .attempt to prove 2 and 3 for these models.
Our motivation therefore stems from two sources. On the one hand,
Robert’s results indeed allow for the general strategy to be pursued. In
particular, we shall exhibit a class of substitution Hamiltonians with a
zero-measure spectrum and we shall make crucial use of Roberts’ results
on the trace map dynamics. On the other hand, we will also obtain
property BO for the models under consideration, which is particularly nice
in view of the possible applications indicated above. In addition, while our
strategy is in certain respects similar to the one employed by Bovier and
 Ghez in 8 , it improves upon essential aspects that led to multiple
 reformulations 9 which were caused by the desire to combine one-sided
self-similarity properties with two-sided ergodicity. It will be seen from our
proof that only two-sided ergodicity is indeed necessary.
The author thanks M. Baake and J. A. G. Roberts for useful discussions.
Financial support from the German Academic Exchange Service through
Ž .Hochschulsonderprogramm III Postdoktoranden is gratefully acknowl-
edged.
2. MODELS AND RESULTS
In this section we define the operators we shall study in the sequel,
indicate how the trace maps naturally arise from the substitution rules
generating the potentials of those operators, and state the results to be
proven in subsequent sections.
 4 Consider a finite set A a , . . . , a , called the alphabet, the set A of1 s
finite sequences, called words, that can be built from elements of A, the
set A of one-sided infinite sequences over A, and the set A of
two-sided infinite sequences over A. A mapping S: A A is called a
  Ž . Ž .substitution. S can be extended to A and A by S b  b  S b 1 n 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . S b and S b b   S b S b  , respectively. A fixed point u An 1 2 1 2
of S is called a substitution sequence. Given a substitution sequence u, we
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extend it to the left arbitrarily giving u and defineˆ
 	 A : 	 lim T ni u , n   , 4Ž .ˆ½ 5i
i
Ž . where T  is the standard shift on A , A is equipped withn n1
discrete topology, and the limit is taken with respect to pointwise conver-
Ž .gence. Let f : A be given and consider the family H of	 	
2Ž .discrete one-dimensional Schrodinger operators in l  given by¨
H 
 n  
 n 1  
 n	 1  V n 
 n , 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .	 	
where
V n  f 	 . 6Ž . Ž . Ž .	 n
We only assume f to be non-constant. The actual numerical values of the
function f takes do not affect the qualitative results to be obtained. Our
concern now is to study the spectral properties of the operators H where	
we suppose that the potentials V are aperiodic, for otherwise there is a	
 well-established general theory treating the periodic case 33 . To fit such a
family into the framework of ergodic operators we seek conditions on S
Ž .such that the topological dynamical system , T carries an ergodic
 measure. This in turn allows for the powerful Kotani theory 27 to be
Ž .applied. To this end, consider the substitution matrix M  mS i j i, j1, . . . , s
Ž .where m is the number of a in S a . The substitution S is calledi j j i
primitive if there exists k such that M k is strictly positive. If S isS
Žprimitive, then a substitution sequence always exists at least for some
. Ž .power of S which is of course also primitive . Moreover, the system , T
 is strictly ergodic 32 ; that is, there is a unique T-invariant measure 
Ž Ž . .which is necessarily ergodic i.e., , T is uniquely ergodic and every
Ž .	 has a dense T-orbit i.e., the system is minimal . In particular, there
Ž .is a closed set  such that  H   for every 	.	
A standard formalism in the study of one-dimensional Schrodinger¨
operators is the concept of transfer matrices, which is essentially a refor-
mulation of the recurrence given by the eigenvalue equation

 n 1  
 n	 1  V n 
 n  E
 n ; 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .	
namely,
E	 V n 	1 E	 V 1 	1Ž . Ž .	 	M n    . 8Ž . Ž .	 , E ž / ž /1 0 1 0
Ž . Ž .If 
 is a not necessarily square-summable solution of 7 , then
 n M n  0 , 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .	 , E
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Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..T  where  n  
 n 1 , 
 n . Hof has shown 19 that, in case S is
Ž .primitive, for every E there exists a number  E 
 0, called a Lyapunov
exponent, such that, for every 	, we have
1
 E  lim ln M n . 10Ž . Ž . Ž .	 , Enn
 Ž . 4Let A E:  E  0 . It is well known that A is a subset of the
Ž .  spectrum; that is, Eq. 1 holds. Moreover, it follows from Kotani 27 that
the set A has zero Lebesgue measure,
 A  0. 11Ž .
It is useful to view the transfer matrix formalism as an energy-indexed
representation of words occurring in the substitution sequence as matrices
Ž . Ž .in Sl 2, . Fix some energy E and define the map M : A Sl 2, byE
E	 f a 	1Ž .iM a  . 12Ž . Ž .E i ž /1 0
Extend this mapping to A by
M b  b M b  M b . 13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .E 1 n E n E 1
The action of S may then be represented as
S M w M S w , 14Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .E E
where w is a word in A. Thus, a substitution rule induces a dynamical
Ž .  A system on SL 2, . In fact, by passing to the traces of those matrices,
one obtains a dynamical system, the trace map, on some . This works for
 an arbitrary alphabet 1, 26, 8 . However, as we will focus on the case of a
two-letter alphabet, we shall show how to derive the trace map only in this
 4 Ž . Ž .special case. Hence, consider M : A a, b  Sl 2, and define x nE E
1 1 1n n nŽ Ž Ž ... Ž . Ž Ž Ž ... Ž . Ž Ž Ž ... tr M S a , y n  tr M S b , z n  tr M S ab .E E E E E2 2 2
1The factor is included here to conform with Roberts’ paper. Using2
M 2	 tr M M I 0 15Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Žfor M Sl 2, , it is now easily seen that each of x n 1 , y nE E
. Ž .1 , z n 1 can be expressed by a fixed polynomial expression in theE
Ž . Ž . Ž .variables x n , y n , z n . That is, there is a polynomial mapping FE E E S
from 3 to itself such that, for every E, n,
F x n , y n , z n  x n 1 , y n 1 , z n 1 . 16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .S E E E E E E
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F is called the trace map associated with S. Thus one is led to study theS
dynamics of the mapping F on the initial pointS
x  x 0 , y 0 , z E 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .E E E e
1 1 1 tr M a , tr M b , tr M ab . 17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .E E E2 2 2
EXAMPLE. Let us briefly discuss the Fibonacci case. S is given by
Ž . Ž .S a  b, S b  ba. We therefore have
1 1n1 nx n 1  tr M S a  tr M S b  y nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .E E E E2 2
1 1n1 ny n 1  tr M S b  tr M S baŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .E E E2 2
1 n tr M S ab  z nŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .E E2
21 1n1 n nz n 1  tr M S ab  tr M S b M S aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž . ž /E E E E2 2
1 n n n tr 2 y n M S b M S a 	M S aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .E E E E2
 2 y n z n 	 x n .Ž . Ž . Ž .E E E
Thus, the trace map associated with the Fibonacci substitution is given by
Ž . Ž .F x, y, z  y, z, 2 yz	 x . Note that the Fibonacci trace map preservesS
the quantity, known as the FrickeVogt invariant,
I x , y , z  x 2 y2 z 2	 2 xyz	 1, 18Ž . Ž .
as can be checked by direct calculation. The proof of property BO, which is
one of our main objectives, in the Fibonacci case makes crucial use of this
invariant. Thus it is natural to consider the set of polynomial mappings
preserving I, that is,
I F : 32 polynomial: IF I . 19 4 Ž .
Every substitution S on a two-letter alphabet can naturally be considered
Ž .as an element of Hom F , F being the free group with two generators. S2 2
Ž .is called invertible if it belongs to Aut F . Now the set of substitutions2
having trace maps belonging to I is exactly the set of invertible substitu-
tions. It is therefore natural to consider this class of substitutions when
trying to establish BO. Let
 4B  E: the orbit of x remains bounded . E
We shall prove the following theorem which has the natural additional
assumption that S is primitive since our strategy relies heavily on ergodic
properties of the induced operators. In particular, we want to employ the
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Ž .powerful Kotani result 11 . In this sense, we achieve a natural application
of Roberts’ trace map results to substitution Hamiltonians.
THEOREM 2.1. Let S be a primitie inertible substitution on a two-letter
alphabet such that the induced potentials V are aperiodic. Then, we hae	
 B  A.
As immediate consequences, we obtain the following corollaries.
COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose S obeys the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. Then,
for eery 	, the operator H has a purely singular spectrum supported on	
a Cantor set of zero Lebesgue measure.
Remark. A Cantor set is by definition a closed nowhere dense set with
no isolated points. Now the spectrum is of course closed and, by ergodicity,
 has no isolated points 11 . Finally, it is nowhere dense since it has zero
Lebesgue measure by Theorem 2.1.
COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose S obeys the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. Then
property BO holds.
In the Introduction we have noted that substitution Hamiltonians ex-
hibit an apparent tendency to have a purely singular continuous spectrum.
While no counterexample to this general hypothesis is known yet, the
results in this direction obtained so far are not as general as the results on
the Lebesgue measure of the spectrum. This is mainly due to the fact that
the point spectrum behaves badly under strong convergence and, as
opposed to the spectrum as a set, the point spectrum of an operator H	
associated with some primitive substitution is a priori not independent of
Ž  	 see, however, 15 for uniform absence of eigenvalues in the Fibonacci
.case . On the other hand, there are closed sets  ,  ,  such that, forpp sc ac
Ž . Ž . Ž .-a.e. 	, we have  H   ,  H   ,  H   .pp 	 pp sc 	 sc ac 	 ac
Thus, the natural goal is to establish    . For any primitivepp sc
Ž .substitution it follows from 11 that   and, moreover, by Last andac
  Ž .Simon 29 ,  H  even holds for every 	. Results of the typeac 	
   were shown in 13, 14 . Essentially, the results in these paperspp
require the occurrence of a fourth power in a substitution sequence
associated to a given primitive substitution S. Using Theorem 2.1, we can
generalize this result, in the particular case under study, in the follow-
ing way.
THEOREM 2.4. Let S be a primitie inertible substitution on a two-letter
alphabet such that the induced potentials V are aperiodic. Suppose that there	
 4 kŽ .exist c a, b, ab and k such that the word S ccc occurs in a
substitution sequence associated with S. Then, we hae  ; that is,p p
 4  : H has a purely singular continuous spectrum  1.Ž .	
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Remark. As an illustration, let us apply Theorem 2.4 to the generalized
Ž . Ž . l nŽ .Fibonacci substitutions S a  b, S b  b a. Consider the words S b .l l l
They obviously converge in a suitable sense to a substitution sequence.
nŽ . Ž n	1Ž .. l n	2Ž .Moreover, they obey the recursion S b  S b S b . Let us firstl l l
consider the case l
 2. We have
ll l4 2S b  S b S b S b b.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .ž /l l l l
6Ž .Thus we can choose c b and k 1. In the case l 1, we have S b 1
babbababbabbababbabab and we can choose c b and k 2. Let us
 remark that related work can be found in 25 .
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF UNBOUNDED TRACE
MAP ORBITS
In this section we provide a characterization for a trace map orbit to be
unbounded in all cases relevant to primitive invertible substitutions. To a
 large extent, we summarize the essential part of Roberts 34 . However,
below we will need slight extensions and variants of his results and we
therefore include proofs of the properties to be exploited in the next
section.
Ž .The set I in 19 naturally carries a group structure. In fact, I can be
written as a semidirect product
I S G , 20Ž .s
 4where S   Id,  ,  ,  C C is a normal subgroup, C de-0 1 2 3 2 2 n
  Ž  .noting the cyclic group of order n 31 see also 3 . The involutions  ,i
Ž .i 1, 2, 3, are the pairwise sign changes, for example,  x, y, z 1
Ž .x,	y,	z . Thus any element of I can uniquely be written as the
composition of one of the  and an element F G. On the other hand,i
G corresponds to the trace maps corresponding to invertible substitutions
on a two-letter alphabet. It can be generated by the involution p and the
 infinite-order mapping u 31 , where
p x , y , z  y , x , z , u x , y , z  z , y , 2 yz	 x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
This can be seen by studying the correspondence between the group  of2
automorphisms of F , the associated substitution matrices, and the associ-2
ated trace maps. Note that the mappings M , F are homomorphisms of 
 groups 35 ; that is,
M M M , 21Ž .S S S S1 2 1 2
F  F F , 22Ž .S S S S1 2 1 2
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Ž . Ž .where  resp.,  denotes matrix product resp., mapping composition
Ž . Ž Ž ..and the composition of substitutions is defined by S S w  S S w for1 2 2 1
 4any w a, b . Now,  is known to be generated by U, P,  given in the2
 table below 2, 30, 34 .
S M FS S
1 1 Ž . Ž .U: a ab, b b u: x, y, z  z, y, 2 yz	 xž /0 1
0 1 Ž . Ž .P: a b, b a p: x, y, z  y, x, zž /1 0
	1 0	1 Ž . Ž . : a a , b b s: x, y, z  x, y, 2 xy	 zž /0 1
Ž . Ž . ŽThus, by 21 and 22 , the associated substitution matrices resp., trace
. Ž .maps generate the group of all substitution matrices resp., trace maps
Ž .induced by elements from  . These two groups are GL 2, and G.2
Moreover, two invertible substitutions induce the same trace map if and
 only if their substitution matrices differ at most by a change of sign 31 .
Ž . Ž .  4Thus, G is isomorphic to PGL 2, GL 2,  I . On the level of
 matrices and trace maps, however, the image of  becomes redundant 35
and an arbitrary element does not have a canonical representation as a
word in the generators. Roberts therefore considered the subgroup of
Ž .orientation-preserving elements of G, G  PSL 2, , and introducedOP
another set of generators for this subgroup, namely
0 	1 0 	1M  , M  23Ž . qž / ž /1 0 1 1
on the matrix level and
 : x , y , z  y , x , 2 xy	 z , q : x , y , z  y , z , x 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
on the trace map level, which is motivated by the well-known result that
Ž .PSL 2, is the free product of a cyclic subgroup of order 2 with one of
 order 3 28 . The above choices just correspond to the respective cyclic
elements. As a consequence, every element of G has a unique represen-OP
tation as a finite reduced word over the elements  , q, q	1, where reduced
means that each consecutive element of the word belongs to alternate
subgroups and is different from the unit element. Corresponding to this
representation, Roberts introduced the following classification.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let Id F G and consider the unique represen-OP
Ž .tation of F as a reduced word w w q,  . Suppose w is of infinite order.
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Then w is said to be of

1Type I if it begins with q and ends with  ,

1Type II if it begins with  and ends with q ,
 Type III if it begins with q and ends with q,

	1 	1Type IV if it begins with q and ends with q ,

1Type V if it begins with  and ends with  , or begins with q
and ends with q1.
It is important to note that a word w of Type IIV is conjugate to some
word w of Type I, w w w w	1. The word w is given by q1 for Type II1 c 1 c c
words, by q	1 for Type III words, and by q for Type IV words. The
conjugacy in case of a Type V word does not have an explicit general form.
Its existence, however, is obvious.
Let us look at the iteration of a Type I word w on some initial point x.1
In the limiting procedure, we obtain an infinite word w which is applied
to x. The basic building blocks of w are q and q	1 . It is therefore
convenient to note
q x , y , z  x , 2 xy	 z , y , q	1 x , y , z  2 xy	 z , y , x 25Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and to trace the evolution of x under the successive application of such
 	1 4building blocks. Thus, let b  q , q  be chosen such that w  i 
b b b and define x  b  b x. We shall study unbounded orbits of w .3 2 1 n n 1 1
Ž .  nŽ . 4If O x  w x : n is unbounded, then, with respect to the above1
Ž . 	1definitions, the sequence x is unbounded, too. Since q, q ,  pre-n n
Ž . Ž .serve the invariant I  I x , we have I x  I for every n. It is0 n 0
easily seen that, if
22 x  2 1 I , 26Ž .'2 ž /n 0
 x has at least two coordinates whose modulus is greater than one 34 ,n
  Ž . 2   2   2   2where  denotes the norm x, y, z  x  y  z . Thus every2 2
Ž . Ž .x  x , y , z obeying 26 has to be one of the following forms:n n n n
     i x  1, y  1, z  1,Ž . n n n
     ii x  1, y  1, z  1,Ž . n n n
     iii x  1, y  1, z  1,Ž . n n n
27Ž .
     iv x  1, y  1, z  1.Ž . n n n
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To show that unboundedness necessarily implies that the orbit diverges to
Ž  .  infinity an escaping orbit in 34 , we shall use another result from 34 . If,
for some n, x obeys the condition, called Condition E by Roberts,n
       x  1, y  1, x y  z , 28Ž .n n n n n
then Condition E is obeyed by x for every m
 n and the orbit divergesm
 super-exponentially in every coordinate 34 , where here and in the follow-
ing we mean by super-exponential divergence that the logarithm of the
respective quantity diverges exponentially. In this connection, the following
definition proves to be useful.
Ž .DEFINITION 3.2. An infinite-order element w w q,   G is calledOP
Ž .hyperbolic parabolic if the number of occurrences of q and the number
	1 n Ž .of occurrences of q in the reduced word w are not both infinite as
n .
It will be seen that the dynamics of hyperbolic mappings behave very
uniformly in the three coordinates since in this case unboundedness
indeed implies that some x satisfies Condition E; thus the three co-n
ordinates either are all bounded or all super-exponentially increasing.
Moreover, as we will show below, in the case of primitive invertible
substitutions, the parabolic case does not occur. Therefore, the results on
hyperbolic elements are particularly useful in our present context. In order
to describe necessary and sufficient conditions for an unbounded orbit, let
 us recall from 34 the definition of the following regions.
DEFINITION 3.3. Define the following open subsets of 3.
 3        4T  x : x  1, y  1, xy  z ,1
 3        4T  x : x  1, y  1, xy 	 z ,2
 3        4T  x : y  1, z  1, yz  x ,q
 3        4	1T  x : x  1, z  1, xz  y .q
Ž . 1Ž . 1Ž .1Note in particular that  T  T , q T  T , and T  q T .1 2 2 1 q 1
Once it is shown that unboundedness implies Condition E, that is, entry
into T , we can infer that Condition E is satisfied for all subsequent images1
under q or q	1 , that is, they remain in the region T , and we can thus1
immediately identify escape regions for words of type IIV. For words of
Type V, the escape region does not have such an explicit general charac-
terization, but again the important features to be employed in the next
section are easily checked. We first treat words of Type IIV.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose F G is of infinite order and hyperbolic.OP
Ž . 3Consider the unique reduced word w w q,  representing F. Let x
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Ž .  nŽ . 4be gien and consider the orbit of x under F; that is, O x  F x : n .
Let U be the open set T if w is of Type I, T if w is of Type II, T if w is of1 2 q
Type III, and T 	1 if w is of Type IV. Then, the following holds:q
O x unbounded  n : F n0 x UŽ . Ž .0
 n : n
 n : F n x U.Ž .0 0
Ž . Ž nŽ ..Moreoer, in either case, O x unbounded implies that F x dierges
super-exponentially in eery coordinate.
Proof. Given Roberts’ analysis as summarized above, it remains to be
shown that, given some hyperbolic Type I word w and some initial point x1
having an unbounded w -orbit, the associated vectors x as defined above1 n
must satisfy Conditions E for some index N. The assertion of the proposi-
Ž . Ž l .tion then follows. Let I  I x . Since the sequence w x is un-0 1 l
bounded, there exists k such that
 k1   k w x  w x 29Ž .2 21 1
2 k Ž .and all the x obtained during the application of w to w x obey 26 . Inn 1 1
Ž . Ž .particular, all these x have a classification according to 27 . By 29 theren
is an occurrence of  in w which is applied to x , for some appropriate1 n0
      choice of n , such that x  q  x  x , where 2 2 20 n 1 n n0 0 0
 4	1, 1 is the appropriate power of the q preceding this particular  in w .1
We consider the case  1; the other case is similar. If the classification
Ž . Ž . Ž .of x is i , iii , or iv , then working similarly as in the proof ofn0  Proposition 3.4 in 34 shows that x obeys Condition E. Thus, itn 10
Ž .remains to consider the case of x having property ii . By assumption, wn 10
contains both q and q	1. Thus, while applying w2 to w k x, x will face a1 1 n0
	1 Ž . j Ž .word of the form q  q , j
 1. Since x has property ii , its firstn0
  Ž .  coordinate obeys x  1. By 25 , we therefore have x  1. Thus, byn n j0 0
Ž . 	1assumption, x has property ii . Now, either the application of q  ton j0
x increases the norm, in which case x obeys Condition En j n j10 0
Ž .  	1     check! , or we have q  x  x . In this case we get z2 2n j n j n j10 0 0
    1, and thus x  1, y  1. Hence, in this case xn j1 n j1 n j10 0 0
must obey Condition E as well.
Let us now turn to words of Type V. The appropriate choice of escape
region is provided in the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose F G is of infinite order and hyperbolic.OP
Ž .Consider the unique reduced word w w q,  representing F. Suppose w is
Ž .of Type V. Let w  w q,  be the word that conjugates it to a Type I wordc c
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	1 3 Ž .w ; that is, w w w w . Let x be gien and consider O x . Define U1 c 1 c
Ž .to be the open set w T . Then, the following holds:c 1
O x unbounded  n : F n0 x UŽ . Ž .0
 n : n
 n : F n x U.Ž .0 0
Ž . Ž nŽ ..Again O x unbounded implies that F x dierges super-exponentially in
eery coordinate. Moreoer, we hae U T  T .1 2
Proof. Since w is a composition of homeomorphisms of 3, it followsc
n Ž 	1 .n n 	1that U is indeed open. Since w  w w w  w w w the essentialc 1 c c 1 c
part of the dynamics is governed by w . Moreover, in an unbounded orbit,1
Condition E must be satisfied prior to some occurrence of  in w n for n1
sufficiently large. Subsequent w ’s will then successively map into T and1 1
have super-exponential growth in every coordinate. Our choice of U just
reflects the appropriate choice of region which is entered after an applica-
tion of w and thus after a complete application of w itself. Note that w	1c c
maps U back to T and is preceded by the Type I word w . Thus, in1 1
essence we have a Type I dynamics; however, to obtain the actual iterate
of w we have to map to U via w . Moreover, U T or U T dependingc 1 2
on whether w ’s first symbol is q1 or  . Putting this together, we see thatc
the assertion follows from the result given in Proposition 3.4
These results in fact extend to orientation-reversing elements. There is a
natural way to associate an orientation-preserving element to a given
orientation-reversing element F, namely F 2.
PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose F G is such that F 2 is of infinite orderOR
Ž .and hyperbolic. Consider the unique reduced word w w q,  representing
2 3 Ž .  nŽ . 4F . Let x be gien and consider O x  F x : n . Let U be the
open set chosen according to the type of w as in the preceding two propositions.
Then the following holds:
O x unbounded  n : F n0 x UŽ . Ž .0
 n : n
 n : F n x U.Ž .0 0
Ž . Ž nŽ ..Moreoer, in either case, O x unbounded implies that F x dierges
super-exponentially in eery coordinate.
2 Ž .Proof. The F-orbit of x is the union of the F -orbits of x and F x . if
Ž . 2O x is unbounded, then at least one of these two F -orbits is unbounded
and thus escaping at a super-exponential rate in each coordinate by
Proposition 3.4 or Proposition 3.5. Moreover, this escaping orbit enters U,
Ž .again by Proposition 3.4 or Proposition 3.5. Thus, O x enters U. On the
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other hand, the other F 2-orbit must also be unbounded and thus escaping,
since the F-image of every bounded region is again bounded. Putting this
together, we obtain that the F-orbit of x enters U, remains there, and
diverges super-exponentially in each coordinate.
Having described escape regions in the hyperbolic case, we shall now
prove that this is sufficient to control the trace map dynamics for all
primitive invertible substitutions.
LEMMA 3.7. Let S be a primitie inertible substitution and let F be theS
Ž 2 .trace map associated with S. Then F resp., F if F is orientation-reersingS S S
is a hyperbolic infinite-order mapping.
Proof. Let us consider the case F  G ; the orientation-reversingS OP
case can be treated similarly. It is easy to see that F must have infiniteS
order since all the entries in M n tend to  as n , where M S S
Ž . Ž n.PSL 2, is the corresponding matrix. Thus, tr M   as n . OnS
Ž .the other hand, one verifies that the following equalities hold in PSL 2, :
n n1 0 1 	n
	1M M  , M M  .Ž . Ž .q  q ž / ž /	n 1 0 1
ŽŽ .n. ŽŽ .n.In particular, tr M M  tr M M  2 for every n. Thus, a primi-q  q 
tive S cannot induce a parabolic matrix.
We end this section by a proposition summarizing the essential part of
the above classifications.
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let S be a primitie inertible substitution and let F be
a trace map associated with S. Then there is an open set Esc such that, if theF
orbit of an initial point x3 under F is unbounded, it necessarily enters
Ž nŽ ..Esc . Moreoer, the orbit remains in Esc and F x dierges super-ex-F F
ponentially in eery coordinate.
Proof. The claim follows by combining the results contained in Propo-
sitions 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 along with Lemma 3.7.
4. SPECTRUM, BOUNDED ORBITS, AND VANISHING
LYAPUNOV EXPONENTS
Ž . Ž .As explained above, Theorem 2.1 follows once the inclusions 2 and 3
are established. If the substitution S obeys the assumptions of Theorem
2.1, then, as was discussed in the preceding section, the F -orbit of anS
Ž .initial point x, y, z either remains bounded or diverges super-exponen-
tially in every coordinate.
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LEMMA 4.1. Suppose S obeys the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. Then,
Ž .inclusion 2 holds; that is, the sets , B induced by S satisfy  B . 
Proof. Let F F be the trace map arising from S and consider theS
Ž Ž ..orbit of the initial point x cf. Eq. 17 for E. In the precedingE
section we have identified an open region Esc associated to F such thatF
Ž .the orbit of x must enter Esc if it is unbounded cf. Proposition 3.8 . InE F
this case every coordinate is diverging super-exponentially. Define
Esc a  E : x m  1 , 4Ž . Ž .F , m E
Esc b  E : y m  1 , 4Ž . Ž .F , m E
and
Esc ab  E : z m  1 . 4Ž . Ž .F , m E
Ž . Ž . Ž .Obviously, all the sets Esc a , Esc b , Esc ab are open. Let usF , m F , m F , m
discuss the case where the representation of F is Type I; the other cases
Ž .are similar. From the explicit form of Esc cf. Section 3 , we getF
Bc E : F k x  EscŽ . 4 E F
k
 E : F k x  TŽ . 4 E 1
k
 Int E : F k x  TŽ . 4Ž . E 1
k
 Int E : F m x  T 4Ž .  E 1ž /
k m
k
 Int Esc a  Esc bŽ . Ž .Ž .  F , m F , mž /
k m
k
 Int Esc a  Int Esc bŽ . Ž .   F , m F , mž / ž /
k m
k k m
k
 c ,
where, in the last inclusion, we have used a result that essentially follows
from a standard strong approximation argument. In a form suitable to our
setting, we provide this result in Lemma 4.2 below.
LEMMA 4.2. Let S be a primitie inertible substitution on a two-letter
alphabet. Then we hae
Int Esc a  Int Esc bŽ . Ž .   F , m F , mž / ž /
k m
k k m
k
 Int Esc ab  c .Ž .  F , mž /
k m
k
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Proof. Choose 	 arbitrarily and consider the operator H . By	
primitivity of S we have
Ž .1.   H ,	
mŽ .2. for every C, the word 	  	 is contained in some S a ,	C C
mŽ .3. for every C, the word 	  	 is contained in some S b ,	C C
and
mŽ .4. for every C, the word 	  	 is contained in some S ab .	C C
Thus, by looking at Hamiltonians
H 
 n  
 n 1  
 n	 1  V n 
 nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x , m x , m
2Ž .  4  mŽ . in l  , where x a, b, ab , V is periodic with period S x takingx, m
Ž mŽ .. Ž  4the values f S x on its period where, for some word c  c  a, b ,1 k
Ž . Ž . Ž ..f c  c just equals f c  f c , and the period interval is located to1 k 1 k
satisfy the above local coincidence with V , we see that, for every x	
 4a, b, ab , H is the strong limit of H , m . Thus, we obtain	 x, m
Ž Ž .. c   Int   H   33 . The assertion now follows fromk m
 k x, m
Ž . Ž .   H  Esc x 33 .x, m F , m
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose S obeys the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. Then,
Ž .inclusion 3 holds; that is, the sets B , A induced by S satisfy B  A. 
Ž .Proof. Assume there exists E B such that  E  0. Consider an
 arbitrary 	. By Osceledec’s theorem 11 there exists a solution 
 of
Ž .  Ž . Ž .7 such that  n decays exponentially at  at the rate  E , where
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..T n  
 n 1 , 
 n . Now, at least one of the words aa, bb  
necessarily occurs in the substitution sequence u. Let us look at the case
where aa is a subword of u; the other case can be treated similarly. Since
E B there is a constant C
 1 such that, for every k, we have
ktr M S a  C. 30Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .E
Ž . kŽ . kŽ .By S u  u all the words S a S a , k, occur in u with a positive
frequency. Pick n such that, for every n
 n and every m, the0 0
solution 
 obeys
1 nm  exp 	  E m  n . 31Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 2
1 1kŽ Ž .  Ž . .Choose k such that exp 	  E S a 	 . Now look for an occur-2 2C
Ž kŽ . kŽ .. Ž kŽ . kŽ .. Ž . Žrence of f S a S a in V , that is, f S a S a  V l 1  V l	 	 	
 kŽ . . Ž .2 S a , such that l
 n . Then, by 15 , we have0
k k k l 2 S a 	 tr M S a  l S a  l  0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . E  
32Ž .
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Ž .which in turn implies by 30
1
k kmax  l S a ,  l 2 S a 
  l , 33Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .  2C
Ž .contradicting 31 .
Ž .Proof of Theorem 2.1. Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3 together with 11 imply the
chain of inclusions
 B  A  ,
thus establishing equality of the three sets, as was claimed in Theorem 2.1.
5. SINGULAR CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM WITH
PROBABILITY ONE
 The proof of Theorem 2.4 essentially follows the lines of 14 . However,
by property BO, the three-block method used as a criterion to exclude
 eigenvalues in 14 , can be replaced by the two-block method, both being
 variants of an idea originally due to Gordon 18 . The variants suitable for
 substitution potentials can be found in 17, 36 in two-block and three-block
form, respectively. We shall only sketch the argument here and refer the
 reader to 14, 16 for further details. Define
C 	 :  H  .Ž . 4pp 	
Our goal is to prove, under the assumptions of Theorem 2.4,
 C  1. 34Ž . Ž .
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Using ergodicity of  and shift-invariance of C,
Ž .it is easily seen that it suffices to exhibit Borel sets G n , n, such that
these sets obey
lim sup G n  C 35Ž . Ž .
as well as
lim sup  G n 
 0. 36Ž . Ž .Ž .
To this end we define
kn
knG n  	 : 	  	 is a subword of S ccc .Ž . Ž . 4Ž .1 2 S c
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Ž .It is easy to check that the G n are Borel sets. Moreover, using BO and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž15 , one establishes 35 in a similar fashion as 33 was obtained com-
 .   Ž Ž ..pare 15, 36 . Then one shows as in 14 that lim sup  G n can be
bounded from below by a positive constant times the frequency of the
kŽ .word S ccc in a substitution sequence associated with S. Using the fact
that the frequency of every word which occurs in a fixed point of a
  Ž . Ž .primitive substitution is always positive 32 , we infer 36 , and hence 34 ,
concluding the proof of the theorem.
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